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Island of dim souls

D id the idea to give possibly the dumbest show on TV
this year a serious feminist context occur before film-
ing or afterwards in a desperate strain for credibility?
When Women Rule the World claimed to
interrogate whether a matriarchy could work. It did

this by taking elements of Shipwrecked, Big Brother and Castaway
and folding them together into one hulking ball of toxic dough.
Despite its sociological veneer, the first shot told you every-

thing: Steve Jones, T4’s handsome presenter, appearing out of
some tropical sea à la Daniel Craig as Bond. Then eight women
materialised à la Ursula Andress. They were going to rule an
island. Under their command would be ten men. The women
were rude, rather than assertive, and all the men were the worst
kinds of sexists. The first episode was taken up with shouting
matches about tidying up the “pods” where the women sleep.
The programme, the concept even, was so vapid and without

merit that it ran out of steam in minutes. Even if it was supposed
to be brainless it lacked any sense of fun. The problem was the
leader of the female tribe, the “Queen”, a mouthy club promoter
who would get into a fight with a piece of carpet fluff. The show
insisted its female participants dress as Greek goddesses and at
very serious moments they had to wear leopard-print sarongs.
The “Queen” couldn’t deliver her (clearly scripted) lines properly.
Of course we learnt nothing about feminism or matriarchies.

The women didn’t seek the men’s co-operation (bad TV), they
just bossed them about. Only one woman got in with her slave
and when she eventually had to sweep a paint-brush across a
man’s chest to indicate he was up for eviction, she apologised —
hilariously out of keeping with the staged moment.
One of the men had had enough, quite rightly, of the humiliation.

Before the big eviction, he said he was off. Steve Jones, who reck-
oned “war criminals were being treated better” than the men,
sounded genuinely cheated that he couldn’t play Davina McCall.
The weirdest conceit came at the end: instead of leaving the

island, the rejected participant had to “take the pathway to the
sea and never look back”.Which they did. They walked into the sea
and with the magic of a editing switch— at least you HOPED—
disappeared amid the waves. So any man who fails to make the
grade must at least look as if he is embracing death as a punish-
ment. It would be great to say that this show was so bad it’s good.
It’s not. It absolutely reeks. Let’s pretend it never happened.
In Chateau Monty, a handsome young buck was trying to

make “biodynamic” wine on a French hillside (“biodynamic”
means something about being caressed by the Moon with Virgo
rising.) Monty employed plain-speaking Linzie as his helper —
and she was good enough to spend a whole day putting manure
down around thousands of vines. Naturally Monty’s Italian
girlfriend (Sylvana) decided to stay in Italy. The series’s
accidental star is Bill Baker, a super-posh wine buyer with red
cheeks, who laughs in Monty’s face when he hears about the
biodynamics thing (“It’s barking”).
Linzie seemed game, despite Monty’s underwhelming sell on

the scale of the task: “It’s you, me and 15 tons of s***.” Despite
the promise of Monty’s earthy vines, Sylvana may well have
done the right thing. 6 tim.teeman@thetimes.co.uk

The Battle of the River Plate (1956)
Channel 4, 1.15pm
This latterday collaboration between
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger is
uncharacteristically conventional and
became their biggest commercial success.
That said, The Battle of the River Plate is
still a gripping re-creation of the 1939
confrontation between the Royal Navy
and the German battleship Graf Spee near
Argentina. Starring John Gregson,
Anthony Quayle and Bernard Lee. (119min)

Quadrophenia (1979)
ITV4, 11.20pm
A much-loved milestone in Britpop
cinema, Quadrophenia is a 1960s
rites-of-passage drama loosely modelled

on The Who’s 1973 concept album about
scooter-riding mods. Phil Daniels (above)
stars as Jimmy, the wide-eyed antihero in
a youthful cast of future stars. The director
Franc Roddam’s mix of rock opera and

social realist drama looks back fondly on a
golden age of teenage subcultures, but
never quite makes it look like fun. (120min)

Just Friends (2005)
BBC One, 11.40pm
The pin-up star Ryan Reynolds opens Just
Friends playing an overweight and
underconfident high school student
nursing an unrequited crush on Amy
Smart’s beautiful cheerleader, his platonic
best friend. Ten years later Reynolds is a
slim, buff, wealthy record company
executive who stumbles upon a second
chance to woo Smart. An uneasy mix of
slapstick humour and sentimentality, Roger
Kumble’s juvenile romcom is slight but
sporadically amusing. (96min)

Ugly Betty
Channel 4, 9pm
After an extended hiatus (due to the
writers’ strike), series two returns. Betty
has made herself indispensible to her boss,
Daniel, despite that train-track smile and
those Neanderthal eyebrows. But merely
gaining acceptance in the world of glossy,
size-zero fashion journalism is no longer
enough. Betty wants to make this
multibillion-dollar industry see the world
differently, especially when a party of girls
from her old school turn out to be ruled by
the same image fascism that made her own
teenage life such a misery. She persuades
Daniel to pursue a “healthy models” theme
in the next issue. But powerful vested
interests conspire against the fuller figure . . .

Big Brother Finale
Channel 4, 8pm/10pm
Playing “guess who will win this year’s Big
Brother” is almost as hard as playing “find
just one redeeming character trait among
the finalists”. Mikey’s loathsome behaviour,
Sara and Darnell’s increasingly bizarre
non-tryst, Rex’s incessant narcissism and
Rachel’s annoying niceness: neither
bookies nor viewers seem sure which
will triumph. Gripping or disappointing?
You decide. Alex Hardy

Harry & Paul
BBC One, 9pm
So much comedy water has passed under
the TV bridge since Harry Enfield and Paul
Whitehouse first did sketch shows
together that when they reunited last year
it seemed a rather retrograde step.
Whitehouse had done funnier, subtler
shows in between and with Mitchell and

Webb and Armstrong and Miller on the
scene, the market for male double acts is
decidedly cluttered. But they are back for
a second series with old favourites such as
the judgmental Polish café assistants and
Enfield’s badly behaved Nelson Mandela,
and new sketches, including a Dragons’
Den spoof and two elderly Jewish DJs. It
should be at least as popular as the first.

film choice Stephen Dalton

Fashion statement Betty (America Ferrera) parades the “healthy model” look (C4, 9pm)
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Variations ITV1 Meridian As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Tiger Island (6056) 

ITV1 Tyne Tees As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Birthplace of the Bomb? 

ITV1 Wales As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Tidal Wales (6056) 

ITV1 West As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Wild Gardens (6056) 

ITV1 Westcountry As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Wild Gardens (6056) 

ITV1 Yorkshire As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Northern Skies (6056) 

S4C
12.30pm Cyw 1.30 Deal or No Deal 2.15 
Countdown 3.00 Wedi 3 4.00 Planed 

BBC Two Wales As BBC Two except:
7.00pm Live Scrum V 9.00 Mastermind 
9.30 The Tudors (AD) 10.20-10.30 Coast 

ITV1 Anglia As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Country Lives (6056) 

ITV1 Border As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Vets (6056) 

ITV1 Central As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Above and Beyond (6056) 

ITV1 Granada As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Granada Edition (6056) 

ITV1 London As ITV1 except:
8.00pm-8.30 Peter Ackroyd’s Thames 

Plant (r) 5.00 Wogan’s Perfect Recall 5.30 
Come Dine with Me 6.00 Uned 5 7.00 Iolo 
yn Hedfan (r) 7.30 News 8.00 Pobol 8.25 
0 Ond 1 9.30 Big Brother Finale. See Viewing 
Guide 11.35 8 Out of 10 Cats: Big Brother 
Special 12.25am The Incredible Will & Greg 
12.55 Comedy Lab: Mr & Mrs Fandango 
1.20 Live from Abbey Road 2.15 RocknRolla: 
Movie Special 2.40 Rockfeedback Presents 
3.05-4.00 FIVB Beach Volleyball 

Key
(AD) Audio Description 
(SL) In-Vision Signing  (r) repeat

VIDEO Plus+ and VIDEO Plus+ codes
The numbers after each programme are for VIDEO Plus+ 
programming. Just enter the Video Plus+ number(s) for 
the relevant programme(s) into your video recorder for 
easy taping. For more details visit 
www.gemstar-videoplus.co.uk
VIDEO Plus+® is a registered trademark of Gemstar 
Development Corporation. ©2007


